M365 Business Premium
Managed Security &
Compliance

Solution Brief

Inverto managed security is built on the industry leading M365
platform. Providing an integrated security solution that spans across
on premise and cloud environments. Protecting and monitoring
users and data, no matter where they are located.

Overview
The Inverto modern security plans are designed to simplify the
approach to security by bringing all security products together in a
way that makes management easy while providing the highest level
of security and visibility into your users, data, apps and infrastructure.
Current challenges facing organisations.

Costing Challenges
Costs are spiralling out of control due to multi-vendor, multi-skillset
requirements that result in high fees and complex billing cycles.
Management Challenges
Poor interoperability and low-quality alerts fail to deliver security
teams the information required to prevent or stop an attack.
Architecture Challenges
Businesses are transitioning to new ways of working faster than
ever leaving security struggling to keep up with cloud, hybrid, on
prem and WFM environments.
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About Inverto
Inverto are a modern professional
IT organisation. Transitioning
businesses to a new way of
working with intelligent systems
and security baked into the
foundations.
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Solution
With Inverto Managed Security, we remove the hassle and
complicated expense that comes with security by wrapping it all up
into an easy to understand offering.
Consolidated Security
The M365 security stack provides a native solution that does not
need to be plugged in to your current environment. This approach
provides the highest levels of security and generates quality alerts.
All without the headache of trying to get multiple security products
to integrate.
Forever Secure
All security plans come with Inverto forever secure. Meaning that
security is never left behind as new technology and services are
added to your M365 subscription. As soon as a new service is
available, it can be implemented at no extra cost. Keeping you
secure, forever.
Always on, always managed
Inverto Human and Machine monitoring is a 24/7 service that
captures, reacts and stops suspicious and malicious behaviour.
Complimented by a security improvement team that reviews
configurations, implements new solutions and reports on findings
directly to you.
Third party peer reviews
Can you trust that your security solutions have been configured to
the highest standard? Inverto provides an independent third-party
peer review at no extra cost to provide peace of mind and verification
of a secure environment.

Security awareness training
Effective security starts with people, so our Premium customers
receive a free security awareness training session each year as part
of their plan.
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Benefits

Protect on premise, hybrid and
multi cloud environments such
as AWS
Consolidate security vendors
Reduce risk
Automate responses to stop
attacks quickly

Managed IT Security Plans
Inverto Managed IT Security plans have been created to fit your business no matter the size. Work
with our team to discover your requirements or start out small and grow.
Products and Services

Starter

Standard

Premium

0/12/24/36

0/12/24/36

0/12/24/36

Secure Score Management
Inverto 365 Best Practice

Inverto Monitoring
Single Sign on Apps (SSO)
Multi Factor Authentication (MFA)
EndPoint and mobile Protection
Conditional Access

O365 Email Protection
Email Encryption
Device Security Management
Data Loss Prevention
Information Protection
Information Governance
Term (Months)

License Requirements
(license subscription not included in plan)
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M365 Business Premium

FAQ
I already use products from different vendors and not ready to switch to Microsoft yet. Will
you still manage them?
Inverto supports a broad range of security products and vendors that can be used in place (or
alongside) the Microsoft stack. Talk to your modern security expert to find out more.
I am not sure if these products are a fit for my business. Can I trial them?
Yes of course. Not only can you trial them. Inverto security workshops are available to help you
understand the benefits of these security products and how they can benefit your business.
Do the plans include the required M365 licencing?
The plans do not include any subscription costs.
Can you provide security awareness training on starter and standard plans?
Yes, we can. Security awareness is free for our premium customers and heavily discounted for our
starter and standard customers.

Inverto Managed security
helps business consolidate
vendors and improve
security posture. Resulting
in reduced expenditure
and faster time to
resolution.

Need more Info?
Contact us at info@inverto.com.au or call 1300 347 668
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